in store

the retail scene by Joni Sweet

Makers Take On Museum

A group of passionate crafters from Etsy, the online marketplace for handmade
goods, have teamed up with the American Museum of Natural History to stock
the gift store with items reminiscent of the renowned collection. The blue
whale pendant, handmade by Etsy user Craft0logy, is the perfect souvenir
for museumgoers who fall in love with the iconic whale in the museum’s
Milstein Family Hall of Ocean Life. There’s also a 3-D birthday card with
dinosaur skeletons poking out from a model of the museum that’s
unlike anything we’ve seen. But we’re obsessed with these eco-felt
coats, made of 100-percent postconsumer plastic bottles, that let
kids become fantastic little foxes (right). The green dino version
is just as adorable. | American Museum of Natural History Shop, Central Park West at W. 79th St., 800.671.7035

The Buccellati family, known for its
Renaissance-style jewelry, has settled
into a new five-story flagship on Madison
Avenue. However, the classic, exquisite
jewelry demonstrates that the family still
has its heart in Milan, where Mario Buccellati opened his first boutique in 1919.
Buccellati’s signature textural gold designs, like these Rombi pendant earrings
(left), which feature white and yellow
gold with diamonds, showcase masterful goldsmithing and incredible attention
to detail. Shoppers can find fine jewelry,
silver objects, watches and even gold
iPhone cases at the store. | Buccellati,
714 Madison Ave., 212.308.2900

Time Travelers, Take Notice

A fancy French eyewear brand has a vision to break the cyclical nature of fashion
trends with its statement-making glasses for men and women. Anne et Valentin
combines retro-shaped frames with experimental, futuristic details for a result that
would have been just as fashion-forward in the 1950s as it will be in the 2050s (or
so we predict). Take the mint-green beauties above: Anne et Valentin embellishes
the classic Wayfarer shape with a geometric cutout frame and colored lenses.
Behind a set of shades this cool, wearers go incognito, but definitely don’t go unnoticed. Snag a pair from the brand’s new Carroll Gardens boutique.
| Anne et Valentin, 200 Smith St., Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn, 718.858.8839
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Summer Scent
With notes of juicy mandarin,
cardamom, pimento and tonka,
Vince Camuto’s newest fragrance for men, Solare, is perfect for a summer’s eve on the
town. The supple orange leather
casing is so sophisticated, you
may just want to take the bottle
along! | Vince Camuto, 537
Third Ave., 212.937.5750
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